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Abstract: Construction CALS/EC is introduced in public works projects over the whole life cycle for the
purpose of reduction of the construction period, quality guarantee, and cost reduction. Especially
recently, environmental improvement of the information-oriented construction using 3D data attracts
attention for engineering works stage. In the construction site, it is expected to create 3D model from the
point cloud data obtained by surveying the site with the total station or the laser scanner. However, it is
necessary to solve the problem of how to handle the great amount of point cloud data obtained at the
survey based on their characteristics, as well as the problem of required accuracy for the informationoriented construction. The authors have devised a technique to make 3D model of the river
embankment, which satisfy the required accuracy of the information-oriented construction from a large
quantity of point cloud data. This technique used the point cloud data of the river embankment measured
with the laser scanner and DM data of it. Then, the boundary line (breakline) between the crown surface
and the slope face of the river embankment is extracted automatically to create 3D model on CAD.
However, the following problems were revealed; the freshness depending on the update cycle of DM
data, and wrong extraction of a breakline due to the noise such as the vegetation between the crown
surface and the slope face of the river embankment. In this research, we devised a method for
automatically extracting a breakline by inferring the crown surface area of the river embankment from the
point cloud data, and a method for removing any point cloud data that are the noise such as the
vegetation on the crown surface of the embankment. Then we performed evaluation experiments and
proved the usability of the devised solution.
1

INTRODUCTION

Public institutions in Japan are promoting measures for constructing a data circulation environment using
ICT (Information and Communication Technology) over the whole life cycle for reduction of construction
period, quality assurance, and cost reduction of public works. Recently, there are efforts underway by
academy, industry, and government to apply this in product models in construction stages such as
development of Road Alignment Data Exchange Standard, as well as advanced efforts for intelligent
construction (Tanaka, 2009).
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Against this background, a workshop on establishing a data circulation environment for river projects was
set up in Kinki Regional Development Bureau, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism for
the purpose of promoting new technology development with public and academic sectors as its
core(Fukumori, 2009). This workshop aims to develop technologies for generating high-precision threedimensional (3D) models useful in construction management or maintenance using the survey data
concerning the present topography of rivers. Relevant researches suggest methods of generating 3D
models automatically from the point cloud data(Shaohui, 2013)(Choi, 2008)(Tanaka, 2010) measured
with high-precision scanners(Ohtu, 2007). However, there are two potential problems in the 3D models
created from the point cloud data collected by the laser scanner: how to handle a large amount of point
cloud data, and wrong extraction of the boundary line of aspect change (hereinafter referred to as
'breakline').
To solve these problems, the existing researches propose a method to extract breaklines, leaving
geometric characteristics and thinning out an enormous amount of point cloud data, through a method of
using relative positions of point cloud data(Shaohui, 2013), or a method of using reflection intensity of
point cloud data (Choi, 2008). However, it is impossible to uniquely identify the boundary lines between
planes of the river embankment because it is a space where artifacts and natural objects coexist.
Accordingly, it is difficult to create a 3D model with high precision of reproducibility. Therefore we have
been working on the research on controlling wrong extraction of breaklines(Tanaka, 2010). Firstly in
specific, point cloud data was superimposed on DM data developed nationwide by public survey. Next, a
3D model was automatically generated using the road alignment contained in DM data as a clue.
However, there are two problems of "Freshness due to the update cycle of DM data" and "That noise
such as vegetation inhabiting the top plane of a river levee (hereinafter referred to as "crown surface")".
Based on these problems, this research aims to establish a method of automatically generating a 3D
model from a large amount of point cloud data in consideration of boundaries of planes of the river levee.
This method assumes the outline of the crown surface estimated from the point cloud data as a candidate
breakline. Furthermore, wall-shaped noise is eliminated from the point cloud data on the crown surface
automatically to restraint wrong extraction of breaklines.
2

OVERVIEW OF OUR RESEARCH

This research proposes an automatic generation method of 3D models that solves two problems:
"problem of freshness due to the update cycle of DM data" and "problem of wrong extraction of breaklines
because the boundary between planes becomes vague due to the wall-shaped noise".
2.1

Measures against the problem of freshness due to the update cycle of DM data

This method identifies an area showing the crown surface from point cloud data. The outline of the
identified area is assumed the candidate breakline. Therefore, a 3D model is constructed from point
cloud data without depending on DM data.
2.2

Measures against the problem of wrong extraction of breaklines because the boundary
between planes becomes vague due to the wall-shaped noise

This method estimates ambiguous ground surface from features of the shape and the noise of the river
embankment.
2.3

Processing flow

Figure 1 shows the processing flow proposed in this research. This research adds a function of
generating candidate breaklines and a removal processing of wall-shaped noise to the existing
method(Tanaka, 2010). Thus the proposed method is comprised of three functions; candidate breakline
generation, breakline extraction, and thinning out point cloud data. The processing procedure of each
function is shown below.
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Figure 1: Processing flow
The function of candidate breakline generation is comprised of three kinds of processing: process of
dividing elevation, process of clustering density, and process of identification crown surface. Process of
dividing elevation is the process of entering the point cloud data and divided them into multiple layers
using elevation values. In order to distinguish the layer on which the point cloud data are concentrated,
the point cloud data on each layer is clustered based on the relative distance between points, and a
cluster of micro area is removed as noise. Process of identification crown surface is the process of
evaluating the density of point cloud data of each layer to estimate the crown surface layer. Then the
outline of the point cloud data region contained within the crown surface is obtained as a candidate
breakline. Function of breaklines extraction comprises 5 kinds of processing; limiting the extraction
range, generating a cross-section model, removing wall-shaped noise, identifying the cross-sectional
change point, and creating breaklines. Process of limiting the extraction range limits the extraction range
of the cross-sectional change points using the candidate breaklines acquired from the point cloud data
and the candidate breakline acquisition function. Process of generating cross-section model acquires
cross section models of the levee from the point cloud data contained in the extraction range. Wallshaped noise removal processing removes the point cloud data with the altitude higher than the crown
surface and acquires cross section models from which the influence of noise has been removed.
Identification processing of cross-sectional change points acquires an intersection point of the line
segments showing the crown surface and the slope from the cross section model from which wall-shaped
noise has been removed as the cross-sectional change point.
Process of creating breaklines creates a breakline by connecting cross-sectional change points through
process of identification acquiring cross-sectional change point. Function of thinning out point cloud data
comprises process of creating a filter and process of interpolation of the point cloud data. Process of
creating a filter creates a breakline filter by superimposing breaklines and a grid-like filter. Next, process
of interpolation of point cloud data interpolates the point cloud data using the breakline filter. This
process converts the point cloud data measured at irregular intervals to the thinned-out point cloud data
in a grid-like shape with breaklines taken into consideration.
3

FUNCTION OF CANDIDATE BREAKLINE GENERATION

The function of candidate breakline generation creates candidate breaklines from the point cloud data.
Here we assume the point cloud data measured by the laser scanner as P={p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , ..., p i }. This
function solves the aforementioned problem of freshness due to the update cycle of DM data.
3.1

Process of dividing elevation

This processing divides point cloud data into multiple layers as pre-processing to distinguish the region of
the crown surface from the point cloud data. Specifically, the point cloud data P is divided at regular
intervals at every height h, as shown in Figure 2. The layer set acquired from this processing is assumed
as L={l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , ..., l j }.
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Figure 2: Process of dividing elevation
3.2

Process of clustering density

In order to distinguish the layer on which point cloud data are concentrated, this processing performs
clustering by the density of points over the layer and calculates the region area of each cluster. The
characteristics of the point cloud data obtained by measuring a river levee with MMS shows that the
density of the point cloud data of the crown surface close to the measurement vehicle tends to be high,
and that the point cloud data density of those away from the measurement vehicle such as slope or foot
of slope tends to be low. For this reason, this processing used DBSCAN method, which is one of the
data mining methods, as a method for clustering based on density. DBSCAN is a clustering method
based on the point density using two values: distance threshold Eps, and threshold of target numbers
MinPts. Figure 3 shows a method of process of clustering density. First, the point cloud data contained
in an arbitrary layer l j , P dbscan ={pd (j, 1) , pd (j, 2) , pd (j, 3) , ..., pd (j, l) }, is clustered by DBSCAN. When arbitrary
point pd (j, l) in the point cloud data P dbscan and neighborhood point pd (j, l+1) contained in the neighborhood
point cloud N Eps (pd (j, l) ) within the distance Eps from that point satisfy the following conditional equations
[1] and [2], the neighborhood point pd (j, l+1) is classified as the same cluster with the point pd (j, l) .
[1]

[2]

pd ( j , l ) ∈ N Eps ( pd ( j , l +1) )

N Eps ( pd ( j , l +1) ) ≥ MinPts

Assume the clustering result by DBSCAN from an arbitrary layer l j as Cl j ={cl (j, 1) , cl (j, 2) , cl (j, 3) , ..., cl (j, k) }.
Then obtain the region outline of each cluster cl (j, k) of the cluster set Cl j by the active contour method. In
addition, assume the point cloud data applied to the active contour method as P snake ={ps (j, 1) , ps (j, 2) , ps (j,
3) }.
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Point cloud data of Layer lj

Cluster cl(j, 3)Area sl(j, 3) X
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Figure 3: Process of clustering density
Figure 4 shows the outline of the active contour method used in this research. The active contour method
is a method for capturing the contour of an object by repeating movement and deformation of the closed
curves that contain the object. First, create a circle so that it circumscribes the target point cloud data
P snake . Second, create point-series P tangent ={pt 1 , pt 2 , pt 3 , ..., pt n } arranged at equal intervals on the
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circumference, and a tangent line of the circle T={t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , ..., t n } passing through pt n . Then, translate the
tangent line of the circle t n passing through the point pt n on the circumference towards the center point of
the circle until it overlaps with the target point cloud data ps (j, m) . Then the distance translated by pt n,
range is calculated using equation [3]. Here t n is a straight line formula ax+by+c=0. x t and y t are
assumed as x and y coordinates of the translating point pt n , whereas x s and y s as x and y coordinates of
the target point cloud data ps (j, m) .
[3]
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Figure 4: Outline of the active contour method used in this study
The set of tangent lines of point cloud data obtained by this processing is assumed as T'={t' 1 , t' 2 , t' 3 , ...,
t' n }. The set of intersections of a tangent line set T' is assumed as the region outline F={f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , ..., f o }.
Then the region area Sl j ={sl (l, 1) , sl (l, 2) , sl (l, 3) , ..., sl (l, k) } of the cluster set Cl j is calculated from the region
outline F of the cluster obtained by the active contour method. Region area Sl j of each cluster is calculated
by calculating the area of the following polygons using equation [4]. x o and y o in equation [4] are x and y
coordinates of vertex f o of the region outline F. x o+1 and y o+1 are x and y coordinates of the point f o+1
adjacent to vertex f o .
[4]
3.3

sl ( j , k ) =

F

1
∑ ( x o − x o+1 ) ⋅ ( y o + y o+1 )
2 o =1

Process of identification crown surface

Figure 5 shows the process of identification crown surface. The process of identification crown surface
identifies the layer of the crown surface in order to acquire the candidate breakline. The layer of the
crown is estimated using the ratio of the region area of the point cloud data belonging to the layer to the
sum total of region area of each cluster Sl j , or the region size where there are point cloud data. Then,
the region area of each layer is assumed as S={s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , ..., s j }. These region areas are different from
layer to layer since they depend on the result of clustering processing of each layer.
First, when it is a micro cluster of which the region area is threshold MinSize or smaller, the micro cluster
is removed from any layer l j . Next, the region outline and region area of any layer l j is calculated using
the active contour method like the preceding term. Then using the region area of the layer and the region
area of the cluster contained in the layer, layer l j that is to be the crown surface is identified using
equation [5]. Finally, the region outline of the layer l j of the crown surface is obtained as the candidate
breakline BL.
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Table 1: Experiment environment
Hardware
Software

4.3

Experiment
equipment

Table 2: Details of the experimental data

Specifications

Items

MMS data

CPU

Intel® Core™2 Duo
CPU 2.50Ghz

Number of points

About 4.1million

Memory

4.0GB

Measuring distance

800m

HDD

280GB

Type

Absolute precision

Developing environment
and language

Visual Studio 2010

CAD

AutoCAD Civil3D 2010

Visual C#

Horizontal
direction

10cm

Vertical direction

15cm

Relative precision

1cm

Experiment description

First, three 3D models are generated by entering the point cloud data.
•
•
•

Existing method (Method a) (Tanaka, 2010)
Proposed method with a function of candidate breakline generation added to the existing method
(Method b)
Proposed method with a function of candidate breakline generation and process of removal wallshaped noise added to the existing method (Method c)

Next, cross sections are obtained from the generated 3D model. Using the longitude and latitude of the
distance marks in the measured cross sections of correct data, information on the same place is extracted
as to cross sections. Finally, the cross sections is compared with their correct data for evaluating the
precision.
4.4

Experimental results and discussion

This experiment evaluates the precision using the difference in elevation of each cross section by
superposing the cross section of a 3D model created through each method with the measured cross
section. For the measured cross sections to be used in this experiment, 5 drawings were prepared at
every 200m between the distance marks of 7.2km and 8.0km points contained within the measurement
area using MMS. Figure 8 shows an image of comparing cross sections. Here comparison of the
difference in elevation is calculated over the evaluation points created by dividing the measured cross
section at intervals 1cm. Moreover, the comparison results are classified into three sections: all, section
A and section B, and totalized as shown in Figure 9.

Elevation (m)

Overall
Section B

Section B

Section A
5cm

Measured cross section

5cm

Cross section of the 3D model
Difference in elevation

Distance (m)

Figure 8: Image of comparing cross sections

Figure 9: Groups of totalizing comparison results

Section A is assumed as the range including the width of the crown surface with 5cm added on both
sides. This is determined with reference to the value of the work progress control standard for filling
works of river earthwork providing the accidental error for the crown surface should be within 10cm.
Section B is assumed as the range not contained in Section A except the crown surface. Table 3 shows
the totalized results for 3D models created using each method and the measured cross section drawing.
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This experiment totalized to what degree the difference in elevation between cross sections is contained
within 15cm at intervals of 5cm. This is a reason there is absolute error of 15cm (in the vertical direction)
in the measurement data using MMS. Furthermore, for each totalized section, underlines were added to
the values with the lowest error between the cross sections created using three methods and the
measured cross section drawings. The experimental results proved the following three points.
Table 3: Comparison results between 3D models and measured cross sections
Overall (%)
Section A (%)
Section B (%)
Measured points
Method
Method Method Method Method
Method Method Method Method

Distance mark
7.2km

Distance mark
7.4km

Distance mark
7.6km

Distance mark
7.8km

Distance mark
8.0km

Overall average

a

b

c

a

b

～ 5cm

22.68

20.45

23.64

64.86

81.08

～10cm

29.71

29.07

37.38

72.97

～15cm

35.46

33.23

45.37

～ 5cm

6.33

10.67

～10cm

16.00

～15cm

c

a

b

c

91.89

17.03

12.32

14.49

100.00

100.00

23.91

19.57

28.99

78.38

100.00

100.00

29.71

24.28

38.04

8.33

0.00

0.00

0.00

6.99

11.76

9.19

25.33

21.67

0.00

0.00

3.57

17.65

27.94

23.53

29.00

41.33

49.33

60.71

7.14

75.00

31.99

44.85

46.69

～ 5cm

2.33

2.33

2.84

0.00

0.00

2.44

2.69

2.69

2.99

～10cm

5.43

5.43

15.50

0.00

0.00

90.24

6.29

6.29

6.89

～15cm

11.37

8.79

20.67

12.20

0.00

100.00

11.68

10.18

11.68

～ 5cm

23.49

16.95

24.94

53.06

0.00

73.47

19.51

19.23

18.41

～10cm

37.29

37.77

37.77

81.63

81.63

91.84

31.32

31.87

30.49

～15cm

50.36

50.85

49.15

100.00

100.00

100.00

43.68

44.23

42.31

～ 5cm

15.38

15.38

21.47

48.94

59.57

85.11

9.43

7.55

10.19

～10cm

27.88

27.56

33.65

89.36

100.00

100.00

16.98

14.72

21.89

～15cm

53.21

50.96

54.49

100.00

100.00

100.00

44.91

42.26

46.42

～ 5cm

14.04

13.15

16.25

33.37

28.13

50.58

11.13

10.71

11.05

～10cm

23.26

25.03

29.20

48.79

56.33

77.13

19.23

20.08

22.36

～15cm

35.88

37.03

43.80

70.26

61.43

95.00

32.39

33.16

37.03

First, the total average in Table 3 reveals that the proposed method c realized the smallest errors
compared with the measured cross sections throughout the overall part, Section A, and Section B. The
average of the total results for Section A reveals that about 95% is included within 15cm, which is the
allowable error for MMS, indicating that a 3D model with high precision has been generated. This is a
reason the vegetation noise in the upper part of the crown surface is properly removed.
Second, Section A with the distance mark of 7.6km in Table 3 reveals that the 3D model generated by
Method c is able to reproduce the crown surface more precisely than the ones created by the other two
methods. Figure 10 shows the result of superposing the cross section at the distance mark of 7.6km with
cross section drawings created from the 3D models by each method. Figure 11 reveals that the cross
sections of 3D models created by Methods a and b do not agree with the measured cross sections in the
part of crown surface, indicating that the 3D models are generated at higher position than the measured
cross section. On the other hand, the 3D model created by Method c is able to have represented the
present shape, showing the similar shape of the crown surface as that of the measured cross section.
When analyzing the point cloud data at the distance mark 7.6km, there were wall-shaped noises at the
upper part of crown surface including the top of slope. On the other hand, the 3D model generated using
the proposed method was able to remove the wall-shaped noise on the crown surface with high precision.
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In this research, all the point cloud existing on the crown surface was assessed as noise in order to
estimate the boundary lines of vague planes represented by point cloud data. In the future,
demonstration experiments will be conducted to verify to what degree of differences occur between the
3D model generated using such a noise removal method and actual present topographic features, and
the applicability to practices and effects to be enjoyed will be made clear.
This research generated 3D models for a river levee, and since the proposed method of this researchhas
high versatility, its applicability to other civil engineering structures (roads, tunnels, or dams) will be
examined in the future. Moreover, though the applicability was verified with focus on construction stages
(information-oriented construction), some of the challenges to solve in future can be development into a
method for assisting creation of register maps for maintenance as well as a management approach using
spatial-temporal model added with time base.
Finally, this paper is part of the outcome of the activities of "Workshop on establishing a data circulation
environment for river projects" set up in Kinki Regional Development Bureau, MLIT for the purpose of
promoting new technology development with public and academic sectors as its core. We plan to make
further studies to realize environment for smooth data circulation.
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